Aggregation-Induced Emission Mechanism of Dimethoxy-Tetraphenylethylene in Water Solution: Molecular Dynamics and QM/MM Investigations.
Molecular dynamics simulations and combined quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics calculations are employed to investigate dimethoxy-tetraphenylethylene (DMO-TPE) molecules in water solution for their detailed aggregation process and the mechanism of aggregation-induced emission. The molecular dynamics simulations show that the aggregates start to appear in the nanosecond time scale, and small molecular aggregates appear at low concentration; whereas the large aggregates with a chain-type structure appear at high concentration, and the intramolecular rotation is largely restricted by a molecular aggregated environment. The average radical distribution demonstrates that the waters join the aggregation process and that two types of hydrogen bonds between DMO-TPE and water molecules are built with the peaks at about 0.5 and 0.7 nm, respectively. The spectral features further reveal that the aggregates dominantly present J-type aggregation although they fluctuate between J-type and H-type at a given temperature. The statistical absorption, emission spectra, and the aggregation-induced emission enhancement with respect to the solution concentration agree well with the experimental measurements, indicating the significant effect of molecular environments on the molecular properties.